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This paper gives a brief background to the long-standing debate on Coastal Zone Mapping in Great 
Britain and introduces a major initiative by the Hydrographic Office and Ordnance Survey (GB) in 
combining forces, .for the first time, to identifY and assess the market for Coastal Zone Mapping. To 
make that assessment two prototype products were made, one paper and the other digital- this is mainly 
the story of the design philosophy behind those two prototypes, including an assessment of their likely 
use. 

INTRODUCTION 
This island nation of ours covers a land area of ahnost 

250,000 sq kms and has a coastline of some 15,000 kms 
length, a ratio of 16:1. Compare that with Australia where 
it is 300:1, or the USA where the ratio is 470:1, and you get 
a fair indication of the potential influence of the coastal zone 
on just about every aspect of British life. 

A long-standing debate about Coastal Zone Mapping 
in Great Britain, culminated in 1992 with a report by the 
House of Commons Select C001mittee on the Environment. 
It included this recommendation: 

"That the Government explore ways of bringing to
gether existing and newly acquired data on the coastal 
zone into well structured and accessible database.~ and 
geographic information systems". 

THE CHALLENGE 
The challenge was picked up by joint project leaders 

appointed from two of the Government's Mapping Agen
cies: The Hydrographic Office and Ordnance Survey. 
Writing as the HO project leader, I recall that our remit was 
to identify and a<;sess the potential market for Coastal Zone 
Mapping. We began our task in late August 1992. From 
the outo;et two fundamental point<; were agreed: fmtly, that 
the market- place needed to see a prototype map or maps, 
and secondly, that such products should be fonnally pre
sented at a Symposium, preferably in London. 9 March 
1993 was the chosen date. 

We had been set a difficult target 6 months to make 
something from scratch. We were given a very modest 
budget and the resources and skills of two rather different 
Agencies of Government who had not worked together in 
such a WWJ before. We formed a small development team 
unimpeded by much executive referral. We were fortunate 
to be allowed to do this. 

DESIGNING THE MAP 
For the geographical focus of attention we chose the 

area around Southampton, Portsmouth and the Isle of 
Wight, known as The Solent. This is one of the world's 
busiest commercial and leisure waterweys and io; subject to 
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a huge diversity of environmental pressures. 
We elected to produce two prototype maps: one digi

tal, which extended seawards to include the 12 mile fiShery 
limit, and a paper version at 1:25 000 covering a selected 
part of the Solent. Both maps were designed to be produced 
from digital output via an Apple Mackintosh Desk Top 
Mapping Production System (DTMP). 

Methodology (Capturing Topographic Data) 

Firstly, addressing the capture of topographic data, we 
found that some elements of the OS map data were already 
in digital fonn; road centre lines and urban boundaries. The 
remainder were scanned at 300 dpi from the map canpo
nents to produce raster image data. The raster images were 
later converted to vector format using the PAFEC Raven 
system. The scan files were transformed within the Raven 
software to the correct size. The resulting output, in pure 
vector fonnat, was then passed to the Apple Mac (D1MP). 
No attempt has been made within Raven to deal with text 
and 1.ymbol requirements although this io; a possibility in the 
future. 

Methodology (Capturing Hydrographic Data) 

The difficulties arose when we turned our attention to 
the problems of capturing the hydrographic data Perhaps 
the most important of these was a constructional problem 
concerned with the fact that maps and charts are not only 
drawn on different grids or graticules -but may be based on 
different projections, or perhaps on the same projection 
with a different origin - that meano;, even if they are the same 
scale they cannot be properly fitted together. Although we 
now have the means to achieve thio; electronically, in the 
autumn of 1992 the differing horizontal representations of 
the hydrographic and topographic data sets had to be re
solved with photographic ingenuity. Our second problem 
concerned the vertical datum differences between maps and 
charts. Maps quote all heights as measured from MEAN 
SEA LEVEL, whereao; on charto; they are measured from 
MEAN HIGH WA1ER SPRINGS and the depths from the 
level of LOWEST ASTRONOMICAL TIDE. The only 
c001mon feature is the coastline at MEAN HIGH WATER. 
We debated long and hard over this issue but concluded that 
there was no practical way to reduce all depth and height 
measurements to one common datum. 

The detail from the various scale charts was compiled 
by use of a series of extract tracings, each devoted to a 
particular chart c<mponent, eg depth contours. The trac-
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ings were photo-reduced or enlarged to fit a master sheet at 
1:25 000 and edge-matched. For the inte.rtidal area it was 
necessary to include further data from the original photo
grammetric plots - this operation was an expensive 
addition. 

Our next problem concerned the use of symbols and 
abbreviations. The Admiralty chart is a very complex 
navigational tool, it makes use of hundreds of 1.-ymbols and 
abbreviations. They are identified and described in Chart 
5011, a 75 page A4 publication. This was our problem; if 
we replicated the chart the user would have to purchase 
Chart 5011 to make sense of the symbols and abbreviations, 
clearly this prospect had to be avoided After much effort 
we condensed the contents of this booklet to a single panel 
measuring 195 x 120 mm. After establishing this new key, 
11 overlays of extracted chart components were then 
scanned and vectorised in the same manner as the Ordnance 
Survey Map data and processed on the Apple Mac. 

MODIFICATIONS TO THE PROJECT 
By November 1992 it wa-; evident that our resources 

would not stretch to providing a full digital map and a paper 
version. We chose to canplete the paper version and limit 
our work on the digital product to that of a demonstration 
model for a limited geographic area In late February 1993 
both these target<; were achieved. In addition we have made 
use of the reverse side of the paper map to provide the user 
with additional information about the Solent region. This 
includes indexes of other maps/charts and atlases, details of 
conservation initiatives, tourist/leisure provisions on land 
and sea, explanation diagrams, and a Safety, Accidents and 
Emergencies panel. It is intended that the digital version 
should alo;o include this data 

THE DIGITAL MAP 
It is evident from early responses that there are a wide 

range of potential users of both the digital and paper prod
ucts. Not surprisingly, the professional users have 
eannarked the digital map for their use. These users require 
a synoptic view of L·md and sea; coa-;tal planning requires 
data in these two environments to be unified and compat
ible. Collection and processing of data for the professional, 
is time consuming and expensive. Coastal Zone Planning 
is still in its infancy and needs a common language, where 
information is co-ordinated and reconciled in planning and 
pn~ject impact analysis. 

For example, the limits of an estuary may be inter
preted differently, both inland and seawards depending 
upon the environmental, administrative or practical factors 
affecting it. Coa-;tal planning opens up a kaleidoscope of 
issues; some are national even international, sane regional, 
some local, many are intenlependent. They range from 
strategic planning, structure planning, local management 
planning and urban development; through to recreational, 
energy, waste, landscape, agriculture, historic heritage and 
wildlife. The inter-relationships, accumulative impacts 
and the host of different agencies involved, all require due 
consideration. 

In addition, with the Braer/Shetlando; oil incident in 
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mind; the digital map could be used for predictive purposes. 
Since the map carries data on the time, rates and direction 
of tidal streams, it could be used to predict the course of an 
oil spill. To achieve improved predictions, real time mete
orological data could also be included. It might also be used 
to form the basis for local emergency planning. There is 
certainly a logical need for a common template to which 
others may wish to add the growing range of data that is 
currently available on the coastal zone. 

Whether the map will be produced in Raster or Vector 
format is yet to be decided Whichever is chosen, we are 
mindful of the need to retain the integrity of the lettering 
and linework. 

THE PAPER MAP 
The number of bodies who have reconled interest in 

this product is wide ranging: Local Government, Conser
vation Groups, Ornithologists, Tourist Organisations, 
Educationalists, Small Craft Users, Harbour Authorities, 
Rescue Services, Water Authorities, Environmentalists, Di
vers, Water Skiers, Campers, Walkers and Fishermen, the 
list is still growing. Early indications are that, notwith
standing some proposals for minor changes, this map has 
been well received. 

THE SYMPOSIUM 
The project team from the HO and OS met nearly 200 

potential customers at their March Symposium in London. 
The meeting was chaired by Lord Chorley, who, over a 
period of many years, ha-; actively supported the concept of 
Coa-;tal Zone Mapping. It is fitting that he is also chairman 
of the National Trust which owns 500 miles of the best of 
Britain's coao;tline. The discussions demono;trated the time
line.-;s of this project for many people with a vested interest 
in the coa<;tline of Britain. 

Those wishing to play a part in determining the pro
ject's future were asked to complete a comprehensive 
questionnaire soliciting specialized needs and reactions. 
These completed que..;tionnaires will help decide the way 
forward for Coao;tal Zone Mapping. 

CONCLUSION 
The project may have international ramifications. We 

are part of Europe, and canmon environmental interests 
span national boundarie.'i. Eurocoa-;t, with it-; pan-Euro
pean representation, exemplifies a common-interest 
organization. The North Sea is a good example of a rela
tively small sea area surrounded by several countries. What 
happens onshore or offshore in the territory of one nation 
can easily affect a neighbouring country. There is clearly a 
need to co-ordinate the monitoring of information and the 
uniformity of databao;es. There is also a clear case for 
co-operation in producing and maintaining databases and 
for monitoring the exchange of data between them. Per
haps, a way forwanl is indicated by Canada's embracing 
concept called ICOIN. This is a geo-referenced informa
tion system where databases held by different levels of 
government, and the private and academic sectors will be 
made accessible. The prindple enabling technology to 
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support the proposed development of ICOIN is GIS; which 
allows integmtion, management and display of Jarge vol
umes of geo-referenced data accessible through a network. 
As social and political changes are reordering the priorities 
for the coastal zone, it is increasingly appropriate for na
tional governments to consider specialised mapping needs 
of the coastal zones as an inescapable part of the future. 
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MAPS AND SOCIETY 

A lecture series in the history of cartography organised by Catherine Delano Smith (University 
of London) and Tony Campbell (Map library, British Library). Meetings are held at The 

Warburg Institute at 5.00pm. Admission is free. Meetings are open to anyone who is 
interested and are followed by refreshments. Enquiries to 071 323 7525. 

1993 
October 28 

November 18 

December 9 

1994 
January 20 

February 17 

March 17 

April21 

May26 

PROGRAMME FOR 1993-4 

Professor Stephen Bann (Ct:llft f07 Modem Culturvl Studia, VM-mity of Kem) 

The Map as Index of the Real: Land Art and the Authentication of Travel. 

Dr Karen Severud Cook (Map Ubmy, :n.e Brithh Ubrary,lAru/onJ 

False Starts: Early Colour Printing of Geological Maps. 

Professor David Woodward (Dqlarrment of Geography, Ulli•'mity of Wisconsin) 

The Gastaldi Connection: Italian Maps of the Americas in the 1560s and 
1570s. 

Professor Michael Rogers (Deponmem of An and Arc:hoeolo~·. School of African and Oriental 
Studies, Unhomity of London 

Art and Mapping: Illustrated Ottoman Campaign Journals. 

Professor Roger Kain (Department of Gcograph); Uni•-=ity of E:mer) 

Maps and History: Cadasters in the Service of the State. 

Professor Martin Kemp (Department of Fine An, Unil-ersiry of St Andrews) 

"A Map on which is painted the three realms of India": Maps and 
Topographical Views as 'Interior Decoration' in the Renaissance. 

Dr J A Rennet (Whipple Muxum of lire History of Science. Cambridge Uni•'mity) 

Ptolemy's Almagest and Geographia: A reassessment of the Significance of 
Cartography in the Sixteenth Century. 

Professor Barbara Belyea (/Jqlarrmem of English, Unilomity of CalF}·) 

Maps, Tn'bes and Territories: European and Native Maps of North America 
1750-1850. 

• 0 0 0. 

This programme has been made possible through the generous sponsorship of The 
International Map Collectors' Society, Jonathan Potter of Jonathan Potter Ltd, and Laurence 

Worms of Ash Rare Books. It receives the support of The Map Collector. 
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